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Abstract. Nowadays, GIS software systems provide some generic interpolation methods. Errors may 
occure due to inappropriate setting of parameters. For example, in IDW, the default value of exponent is 2. 
But experiments prove that 2 may not be the best. This article discusses the inverse distance weighted method 
and the spline Functions. It was found that: (1) The choice of weights of IDW has great impact on 
interpolation results, we must choose the exponent according to the specific circumstances in the problem 
domain; (2) In some areas, data points are scarce or missing, increasing the exponential value of IDW 
appropriately can improve the results; (3) In comparison to IDW, splines are more suitable for situations 
where surface changes gradually, such as temperature, elevation, groundwater temperature, concentration of 
pollution, and so on. 
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1. Introduction 
Spatial Interpolation is a process which inquires unknown parameters according to a group of known data; it 
is very widely used in the weather. For the economic and technical reasons, the weather stations are limited.  
In some places with no meteorological data records, its precipitation can be estimated by interpolation 
method which must depend on the known precipitation records from the near station. the common 
interpolation method used in meteorological factors including Inverse distance weighted average method, 
France polynomial interpolation, Kerry Payment Method, Cubic Spline and so on. Among them, Inverse 
distance weighted average method is the most simple one, the physical meaning of polynomial interpolation 
is not clear, it's easy to get some value that are hard to explain. Cubic Spline is a special one which through 
control and estimate variance that are related to some limited point value, by using some features nodes and 
then using the polynomial method to produce a smooth interpolation curve. Kerry Payment Method 
originated from grade estimates in Mining Geology, it gradually used in many areas because of offering Best 
Linear Unbiased Estimation. However, there is no one that can be the best interpolation method used in 
every field. For the reasons of the difference from the Meteorological factors of its own characters, the 
number of the weather stations and the stations’ distribution, all of the different characters and different use, 
ask us to choose a relatively easy and Convenient way, it’s very important to the Spatial Interpolation of 
Meteorological factors  

At present, GIS software such as ArcGIS provides some spatial interpolation methods such as Inverse 
distance weighted average method, Kriging, Spline Function, and some spatial interpolation function in 
special use, these functions have become common template. In this paper, we take Inverse distance weighted 
average method and Spline Function as the example, to explain the errors caused by improperly setting 
Parameters when users use the interpolation method. For example, the default exponential value of Inverse 
distance weighted average method is 2, but the experiment shows that’s not the most accurate way. Through 
the selection of interpolation methods and setting up the reasonably parameters, interpolation accuracy can 
be raised, and the advantages of Spatial Interpolation can be played well. 
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2. Research Methods  

2.1. Data sources  
Datas of this article are from a total of 44 stations of Chongqing city and its Neighboring areas in five years 
(from 1995 to 2005), and the research mainly depends on the average climate essential resources of these 
dates. In the selection of specific elements and the data base of this article mainly use the sunshine hours in, 
Light Resources. The entire study area is 82,300 km2, and the distribution of meteorological stations is 
shown as figure 1. 

 
Figure 1.The study area map of the distribution of meteorological stations 

 

2.2. Interpolation method  
This article main choose the method such as the Inverse distance weighted average method, Rules Spline 
Function, Tension Spline Function to analysis the problems given above 

2.2.1 Inverse distance weighted average method 

Inverse distance weighted average method makes the distance between Estimates point and measured point 
as Weight factor.  The closer the distance is, the bigger the Weight is, and the other side is also right. The 
weight value was given by the Inverse of distance, and we call it as Inverse distance weighted average 
method.  Its Formula like the follows: 
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In the formula, Zi is the value of estimate point, Z0  is the Measured value of Interpolation elements in 
point i,   iλ  are kinds of weighs which may be used in The budget process, n is the number of the measured 
points of Interpolation, and the weight formula was defined as the follows: 
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Here, ρ is the exponential; 0id is the distance between the estimated point and measured point, The 
Samples points’ share of the size of the weights was effected by exponential ρ in the predicted values 
calculation process, It ‘mean that when the distance between samples point and predict point become big, the 
weigh of impact that sample point to predict point will become small, and it obey the Index rules 

The advantage of IDW is that the structure of spatial interpolation can be adjusted by weights, and its 
disadvantage is that the calculate values are easily effected by date points. It leads to a bad state that the 
results appeared the point dates are significantly higher than that of around. in another side, the unreasonable 
weight values will leads to a larger deviations relatively. 

2.2.2 Cubic Spline 

Cubic Spline is a special method which through control and estimate variance that are related to some limited 
point value,  use some Features nodes and then using the polynomial method to produce a smooth 
interpolation curve by using some Mathematical Functions. Cubic Spline can be classified as Tension Spline 
and Regularized Spine. Tension Spline can be express as following formula: 
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In the formula, Z is the grid value of temperature, di is the distance between Interpolation point and 
number i meteorological site, a + bx + cy is the local temperature trends function, x、y are Geographical 
coordinates of Interpolation points. 2
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surface area by it. Ai、a、b and c  are coefficients of the equation.  n is the number of  Weather Sites that 
used in Interpolation.   

Spline Interpolation Method has many advantages, this method not only reserves the detail features of 
local terrain，and also get the consecutive and smooth bending plane. In spatial analysis, when there is few 
samples dates, we can transform weights by tension deformation to make the gradient closer to the original 
samples. while, when the Spline Function are fitted, due to the low order of polynomial, it wouldn’t raise too 
much effect on dates error, and has the convexity and authenticity very well, also good slickness. Its 
disadvantage is: this Deformation may product a relative Idealistic error to interpolation of raw data. 

2.3. Interpolation test 
The main method of the Interpolation test is used cross-validation method to verify the effectiveness of 
interpolation. Assuming that the first part of the meteorological site measured unknown, the use of around 
weather site to estimate the value, then calculate the errors of all the measured and estimated values, in order 
to evaluate the merits of the method.   Use of the average relative error MRE，the average absolute error 
MAE and the interpolation of the root of the average squared error RMSIE, to evaluate the standards of 
interpolation results. MRE reflect the overall size of the estimation error, MAE estimate the range of error, 
RMSIE can reflect the use of sampling data and the extreme sensitivity of the valuation effect 

From the regional study, 44 stations were randomly selected 30% (13) as the error testing (Figure 1), 
interpolate calculation for the remaining 31 Weather Stations as basis, after the interpolation results 
generated, use the space statistical function of GIS software read out the value of 13 inspection point, then 
comparing its software charts and the measured values statistical, analysis MRE, MAE and RMSIE’ change 
of interpolation results under different conditions. 

3. Result Analyses 

3.1. IDW power index optimization analysis 
Inverse distance weighted average method of the law directly related to the choice of the interpolation 
accuracy, so power index selection is crucial. According to MRE minimum standards, a combination of table 
1 analysis: The default of IDW power of two indices is unscientific and should be choose power index based 
on actual situations. When power index is two, IDW in Tongnan, Beibei, Shapingba District, Jiangjin, 
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Rongchang as interpolation points relative density of high precision interpolation, but it MRE is not the 
smallest. When the power index are three and five, the MRE is relatively small, in Wanzhou, Fengjie and 
Pengshui which are the interpolation points scarce areas, the interpolation precision are higher than power 
index for two, So, we can believe in the interpolation scarce points or the lack of data district, to raise the 
exponential value appropriately can increase its precision of interpolation. 

Table1: IDW Interpolation accuracy comparison under different power index 

No. Site code Name Measured 
values 

E
（IDW=2）

E
（IDW=3） 

E
（IDW=5）

1 Z-18 Tongnan 1205.05 77.83 85.03 91.63 
2 Z-19 Dianjiang 1177 57.59 60.44 59.75 
3 Z-21 Qanzhou 1402.2 -53.87 -46.15 -37.34 
4 Z-16 Fengjie 1566.3 -60.08 -31.1 -17.67 
5 Z-29 Beibei 1203.5 23.67 25.91 34.68 
6 Z-38 Fuling 1187.8 19.89 28.01 41.59 
7 Z-23 Shizhu 1270.2 6.9 24.8 42.2 
8 Z-25 Rongchang 1171.3 94.82 93.59 91.08 
9 Z-34 Jiangjin 1264 -43.72 -48.17 -50.99 

10 Z-11 Shapingbaqu 1243.6 -87 -92.82 -93.17 
11 Z-36 Nanchuan 1190.3 -23.03 -27.66 -29.26 
12 Z-43 Pengshui 986.1 194.51 173.38 145.08 
13 Z-04 Youyan 1121.3 90.12 91.11 95.47 

MRE    0.0521 0.0518 0.0519 
MAE    64.08 63.71 63.84 

RMSIE    79.35 75.89 72.84 
 

 

Figure 2 IDW: sunshine hours contour map under there weights 
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Figure 3 IDW: power = 2 and 5, comparison chart 

Figures 2 and 3 are interpolation results map of the IDW, then by the analysis shows: ① Power Index on 
the interpolation of IDW results had a big impact, it is easy to "bovine", the greater the power index, the 
more distant points of input data affect the smaller, that higher power index, the local impact of the higher 
level; ② IDW interpolation function is the weighted average, larger than average impossible to import a 
maximum or minimum value. Therefore, input from the results, the value of each grid sampling data at the 
maximum and minimum scope; ③ In the IDW search radius, each sampling point attribute value change is 
small, even given the power index, Interpolation results of the changes were relatively small changes, in the 
larger parts of the sampling points attribute intense and frequent changes in the region. Therefore, the inverse 
distance-weighted method is suited for regional distribution points as possible kind of uniform which 
covered the entire region. 

3.2. Spline Function exponential optimization analysis 
Table 2 Interpolation accuracy comparison under different power index 

No. Site 
code Name Measured 

values 
E[Regularized

Spine(0)] 
E[Regularized
Spine(0.01)] 

E[Tension 
Splin(0)] 

E[Tension
Splin(5)]

1 Z-18 Tongnan 1205.05 81.05 31.5 31.55 81.05 
2 Z-19 Dianjiang 1177 63.16 45.71 69.98 62 
3 Z-21 Qanzhou 1402.2 -45.41 -45.26 -58.43 -40.58 
4 Z-16 Fengjie 1566.3 -54.92 -58.38 -71.59 -68.03 
5 Z-29 Beibei 1203.5 48.62 61.53 53.54 38.23 
6 Z-38 Fuling 1187.8 6.65 -2.51 74.04 8.11 
7 Z-23 Shizhu 1270.2 30.72 36.39 -18.58 39.34 
8 Z-25 Rongchang 1171.3 75.84 57.42 65.77 91.5 
9 Z-34 Jiangjin 1264 -15.4 -2.88 -14.12 -30.7 

10 Z-11 Shapingbaqu 1243.6 -84.29 -87.73 -84.44 -58.04 
11 Z-36 Nanchuan 1190.3 -40.61 -21.64 -82.22 -61.61 
12 Z-43 Pengshui 986.1 153.07 145.74 218.43 143.55 
13 Z-04 Youyan 1121.3 53.84 45.75 60.35 19.44 

MRS   0.0471 0.0402 0.0565 0.0458 
MAS   57.97 49.42 69.46 57.09 

RMSIE   66.77 62.89 87.51 64.97 
By comparing table I and 2, it can be shown that in the regions as a whole, the place where the average 
sunshine time changes greatest is Pengshui, Spline interpolation errors are too much.  but generally 
speaking, the precision of Spline is higher than the of IDW, and through research we know, (1) it’s 
more appropriate to express Chongqing sunshine hours by spline interpolation function. (2) spline 
interpolation method are applicable to the surfaces that change gradually and with a large quantity of dates, 
Such as : temperature, elevation, groundwater temperature, pollution; The method is not suitable for the 
states such as large change occurred in short distance, the certainty can’t be defined.   
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Figure 4   Spline interpolation, Sunshine hours NEF map (a b c d) 

 
Figure 5   comparison charts, Spline Function under different weights 

From the analysis if chart 4 and chart 5, it shows that, generally speaking, the maps of Spline Function 
are all smooth relatively, and the results of regular spline are smoother than that of tension spine. The 
number of Spline interpolation surface would exceed the Ranges of Sampling points. In the regular Spline 
Function, the bigger the weights, the smoother the surface that produced, while in the tension Spline 
Function, the results becomes reverse. In the micro Neighborhood of the sampling points, no matter which 
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Interpolation Method or weights we choose, the Spline interpolation are stable as same, just with small 
difference. But in other areas, particularly in the place with little sampling point, the interpolation results are 
affected heavily by interpolation method and weight.   

4. Conclusions 
After analysis the two interpolation methods given above, we can get the conclusion as follows: 

(1) The choose of weights has big effect to IDW and the interpolation accuracy of spline method, the 
weights should be choose by the actual states of the study area, its interpolation accuracy can be improved 
after the power index of IDW was raised in the places with little Interpolation points or lacks of dates. 

(2) In this experiment, the interpolation of spline is higher than that of IDM. 
(3) IDW is applicable to the areas that the sampling points distributed as average as they can, and all the 

points dotted the whole area. 
(4) Spline method is applicable to the surface that changed gradually and with much dates. Such as 

temperature, elevation, groundwater temperature, pollution concentration, this method is not applicable to 
the situations where surface changes rapidly in short distance or the data contain too much uncertainty. 
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